Total 7 teams participated in Cricket Girls from JSMU and its constituent institutes.

Semi-final 1 was between IPS and Batch 2022. Captain Of IPS was Tooba Tehseen and Captain of Batch 2022 was Syeda Sana. Sana won the toss and elected to bat first. Her team scored 52 runs. IPS chased the target and won the match by 10 wickets.

Semi-final 2 was between IOHBM and Batch 2020. Captain of IOHBM was Mubashira and Captain of Batch 2020 was Uroos. Batch 2020 batted first and gave a target of 43 runs. IOHBM chased the target and won by 7 wickets.

The Finals of girls cricket was between IPS and IOHBM. Captain Of IPS was Tooba Tehseen and Captain of IOHBM was Mubashira. IOHBM batted first and scored 42 runs, IPS chased the target and won by 9 wickets. The highest run scorer was Tooba Tehseen, Final year IPS.
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